
Sister's Harrowing Story of Survival From the
Streets of Long Island to the Farms
Imagine walking through the bustling streets of Long Island, surrounded by the
sounds of honking cars and chatter of pedestrians. It's a place often associated
with luxury and affluence, a far cry from the struggles and hardships faced by
many individuals. However, one remarkable woman, Sister Mary, has an
extraordinary tale of survival that began on these very streets and led her to find
solace and purpose on the farms.

The journey of Sister Mary is one of both tragedy and triumph. Born and raised in
a poverty-stricken neighborhood of Long Island, she grew up witnessing the stark
contrast between the opulent lifestyles of the privileged and the harsh realities
faced by the less fortunate. From a young age, she yearned for a better world,
where everyone would have equal opportunities and access to basic necessities.

Life on the streets of Long Island can be treacherous, especially for young
individuals with limited support systems. Sister Mary experienced first-hand the
dangers of homelessness, constantly battling against hunger, violence, and the
constant struggle to find shelter. She faced countless obstacles, but her
determination and resilience kept her going.
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One fateful day, while wandering through the maze of city streets, Sister Mary
stumbled upon a local farm that provided shelter and support to those in need.
The farm, nestled amidst vast green fields and surrounded by serene nature,
offered a sanctuary for individuals seeking solace from the chaos of urban life.

As she stepped foot on the farm, Sister Mary felt an overwhelming sense of
belonging. The communal atmosphere, where individuals worked together to
grow fresh produce and care for livestock, provided a stark contrast to the
individualistic nature of the streets she once called home. Sister Mary finally
found a place where she could not only survive but thrive.

The farm became more than just a shelter; it became a place of empowerment
and growth for Sister Mary. It offered a wide range of educational and vocational
programs that enabled residents to gain valuable skills and knowledge. Through
these programs, she learned how to farm, tend to animals, and even acquired a
culinary education, mastering the art of transforming farm-fresh ingredients into
delightful meals.

Sister Mary's story began reaching the ears of individuals in the farming
community and beyond. There was something captivating about her journey from
the streets of Long Island to the farms, defying the odds and transforming her life
with every step. People were inspired by her resilience and unwavering
dedication to creating a better future for herself and others.
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Recognizing the need for change beyond the confines of the farm, Sister Mary
became an advocate for affordable housing, access to education, and support for
marginalized communities. She embarked on a mission to raise awareness about
the challenges faced by individuals experiencing homelessness and became a
voice for those often unheard.

Today, Sister Mary's story continues to inspire people from all walks of life. The
farms she once called home have now become a symbol of hope and
transformation. Through her relentless determination, she has not only rebuilt her
own life but has also become an agent of change, fighting for a more inclusive
and compassionate society.

Sister Mary's journey reminds us that just like the crops on the farms, individuals
have the potential to grow and thrive when given the right environment and
support. Her story challenges societal norms and sheds light on the realities
faced by many who remain unseen.

So, let Sister Mary's journey be a call to action. Let it be a reminder that every
individual has the power to make a difference, regardless of their past or present
circumstances. Let it serve as a testament to the resilience of the human spirit
and the transformative power of compassion.

Let us strive to create a world where the streets of Long Island, and every other
corner of the earth, become places of hope, growth, and opportunity for all.
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In the highly anticipated sequel to her New York Times bestseller Etched in Sand,
Regina Calcaterra pairs with her youngest sister Rosie to tell Rosie’s harrowing,
yet ultimately triumphant, story of childhood abuse and survival.

They were five kids with five different fathers and an alcoholic mother who left
them to fend for themselves for weeks at a time. Yet through it all they had each
other. Rosie, the youngest, is fawned over and shielded by her older sister,
Regina. Their mother, Cookie, blows in and out of their lives “like a hurricane,
blind and uncaring to everything in her path.”

But when Regina discloses the truth about her abusive mother to her social
worker, she is separated from her younger siblings Norman and Rosie. And as
Rosie discovers after Cookie kidnaps her from foster care, the one thing worse
than being abandoned by her mother is living in Cookie’s presence. Beaten
physically, abused emotionally, and forced to labor at the farm where Cookie
settles in Idaho, Rosie refuses to give in. Like her sister Regina, Rosie has an
unfathomable strength in the face of unimaginable hardship—enough to propel
her out of Idaho and out of a nightmare.
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Filled with maturity and grace, Rosie’s memoir continues the compelling story
begun in Etched in Sand—a shocking yet profoundly moving testament to
sisterhood and indomitable courage.
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